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We have studied the spreading of Fe, Co, and Ni from a dot deposited onto a W~110! substrate. A
Cu cap layer covering dot and surface is found to change the fast spreading directions for all three
metals to^100&. This is in contrast to the spreading without a cap layer where the fast spreading
direction is either alonĝ110& in the case of Fe or influenced by the step directions on the substrate
surface for Co and Ni. The cap layer induced spreading anisotropy is proposed to be caused by the
structure in the alloy layer formed during the spreading process. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-8979~97!02623-6#
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INTRODUCTION

The diffusion of atoms on a surface, i.e., surface dif
sion, is an important phenomenon in many areas of sur
science, e.g., heterogeneous catalysis and thin-film gro
and has, therefore, been a field of extensive research in
past.1 One way to study surface diffusion processes is
perform so-called ‘‘spreading experiments,’’ i.e., to analy
the spreading of material from a defined source region on
surface. Usually, the source region is prepared by depos
through a mask. Often, anisotropic spreading is observed
so far two reasons for this behavior have been reported.
the one hand, the crystallographic structure of the subst
or of the spreading overlayer can determine the anisotro2

and on the other hand, the substrate step direction can b
fast spreading direction.3,4 The temperature-dependent com
petition between these two types of anisotropies has
been observed.5 So far, no reports on spreading experime
with metal cap layers have been published.

In this article, we present results concerning the spre
ing of Fe, Co, and Ni on W~110! with a Cu cap layer of
various thicknesses. It will be shown that Cu cap layers
duce a change of the fast spreading direction from the^110&-
directions for Fe, or the step direction for Co and Ni, to t
^100&-directions of the W~110! substrate. A model that ex
plains this strong modification of the anisotropy by chang
in the crystallographic structure of the spreading overlaye
proposed.

The ferromagnetic metals on W~110! are interesting sys
tems for spreading experiments for the following reaso
Growth and electronic, as well as magnetic properties,
ultrathin Fe,6–8 Co,9,10and Ni~Refs. 11–14! films on W~110!
have been extensively studied, and neither alloy forma
between film and substrate nor diffusion of adsorbate ato
into the bulk was reported for temperatures up to 1200
Therefore, the spreading should be controlled only by s
face diffusion processes. Because of the twofold symm
of the W~110! surface, spreading anisotropies due to
crystallographic structure of the substrate are expected t
found under certain experimental conditions. Cu as cap la
material was chosen because it neither forms an alloy w
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the substrate nor diffuses it into the bulk of the tungs
crystal.15 The influence of the bulk miscibilities between th
spreading material and cap layer material on the sprea
behavior was also investigated. Ni and Cu are 100% misc
in the bulk, whereas Co and Fe are nearly immiscible w
Cu in the bulk,16 so one could expect that these differences
bulk miscibilities are reflected in the spreading behavior.
discussed below, this is not the case.

EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS

The spreading experiments were performed under ul
high vacuum conditions. Fe, Co, or Ni were deposited a
substrate temperature of 340 K through a mask with a h
~B 100 mm!, thus, producing circular dots, which were an
lyzed with scanning electron and scanning Auger micr
copy. Then, the sample was annealed and analyzed a
after cooling. For the experiments with a cap layer, the
together with the substrate surface was covered by a Cu l
immediately after the preparation of the dot. Cu cap la
thicknesses between 0.5 and 5 monolayers~ML ! were inves-
tigated. The ferromagnetic metals were evaporated fr
disks of high-purity material, which were heated by electr
bombardment. Cu was evaporated from a W25%Re w
basket, which was resistively heated. The film thickness
all materials was controlled by a quartz microbalance. T
cleanliness of substrate and deposit were checked by A
electron spectroscopy~AES!, and the impurity concentration
was found to be below 3% of an atomic layer. The sam
was heated by electron bombardment and its tempera
was measured using a W–W26%Re thermocouple.

RESULTS

Before presenting our results for the cap layer modifi
spreading, we will briefly summarize the observations for
spreading of the ferromagnetic metals on the W~110! surface
without the cap layer. A detailed discussion of these res
may be found elsewhere.5 For Fe, Co, and Ni on W~110!
without a cap layer, a 1 ML thick film spreads across th
surface.5 This behavior can be explained by the ‘‘unrollin
carpet’’ model.3,4,17 In this model, it is assumed that the fir
ML is immobile and that the atoms diffuse on top of the fir
layer. As soon as they reach the edge of the first layer t
7/82(11)/5374/4/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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get trapped. For Fe@Fig. 1~a!#, the fast spreading direction i
along ^110& for the entire temperature range investigat
~870–1070 K!. This anisotropy is caused by the crystall
graphic structure of the first Fe layer, which is pseudom
phic to the substrate, i.e., it has a bcc~110! structure, leading
to an anisotropy in the diffusion coefficient. This anisotro
is due to the fact that on a bcc~110! surface the atoms mov
in a zig-zag-like manner along closed-packed^111& direc-
tions, which results in a diffusion coefficient that is twice
large alonĝ 110& as alonĝ 100&.18 For Co, the fast spreadin
is along the step direction~indicated in Fig. 2 by a white
arrow! at low temperatures (<820 K), while for T
>1070 K the anisotropy is determined by the crystal
graphic structure~fast spreading alonĝ110&!. For Ni, the
influence of the steps is stronger than for Co. Even a
annealing at 1070 K, the step direction is reflected in
shape of the diffusion zone. A detailed discussion of
observed spreading anisotropies of all three metals, t
temperature dependence, and a model to describe the i
ence of steps are given in Refs. 4 and 5.

Figure 1~a! shows an Auger map of an Fe dot after
min at 970 K. The elliptical shape of the area covered by
~‘‘diffusion zone’’! shows that the fast spreading direction
obviously along^110&. The dramatic influence of a Cu ca
layer on the spreading behavior can be seen in Fig. 1~b!,

FIG. 1. Fe Auger maps showing the Fe spreading without~a! and with ~b!
the Cu cap layer after 18 min at 970 K.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 11, 1 December 1997
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which shows an Fe dot with a 3 ML Cu caplayer heated for
the same time at the same temperature. Now, the elliptic
shaped diffusion zone is rotated by 90° with respect to F
1~a!, indicating the cap layer induced change of the f
spreading direction from̂110& to ^100&. Figure 2~a! shows
that for uncapped Co at 970 K, steps have a strong influe
on the fast spreading direction indicated by the deviation
this direction from ^110& favored by the crystallographic
structure in the diffusion zone. As Fig. 2~b! shows, a 1 ML
Cu cap layer induces fast spreading along^100&, i.e., the
same direction as for capped Fe. These two examples s
that Cu cap layers can change spreading anisotropies d
mined by the crystallographic structure~Fe! as well as
spreading anisotropies influenced by step directions~Co!.
Also for Ni, where the step influence is even stronger th
for Co, a 1 ML Cu caplayer induces fast spreading alon
^100&. The big difference between Fe on the one hand a
Co and Ni on the other hand is that for Co and Ni, 1 ML C
is sufficient to induce fast spreading along^100&, whereas for
Fe a minimum of 2 ML Cu is required.

Before a model is proposed to explain the changes in
fast spreading direction induced by Cu cap layers, one ha
discuss the concentration profiles for the spreading metal
Cu, i.e., the composition, in the diffusion zone. This discu

FIG. 2. Co Auger maps showing the Co spreading without~a! and with~b!
the Cu cap layer after 6 min at 970 K. The white arrow indicates the dir
tion of the steps on the substrate surface.
5375Reuter, Gerth, and Kirschner
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sion can be restricted to cap layer thicknesses up to 2
because Cu in excess of 2 ML forms large three-dimensio
islands15 so that the spreading material ‘‘sees’’ essentially
ML Cu. The concentration profiles in the diffusion zon
were derived from Auger line profiles and laterally resolv
AES. It was found that the concentration profiles in the d
fusion zone do not depend on the spreading material
strongly on the Cu cap layer thickness. In Fig. 3, the o
served concentration profiles for Cu and the ferromagn
metal are shown schematically. For a 1 ML Cu caplayer, a 2
ML thick alloy layer is formed. The Cu concentration
nearly the entire diffusion zone is 50%, and Cu atoms
present in both layers. Also, for a Cu cap layer thickness o
ML, a 2 ML thick alloy layer is found in the diffusion zon
but with a different concentration profile. In the direct vici
ity of the dot, the concentration of Cu and of the ferroma
netic metal is 50%, respectively. The concentration of
ferromagnetic metal decreases nearly linearly to zero
wards the edge of the diffusion zone, while the Cu conc
tration increases correspondingly, so that the total cover
remains at 2 ML. The main difference in the concentrat
profiles for the two cap layer thicknesses is, that for the
ML cap layer the Cu concentration is 50% in most of t
diffusion zone whereas for the 2 ML cap layer thickness
Cu concentration is significantly higher than 50%.

DISCUSSION

We propose the following model for the spreading p
cess to explain the different concentration profiles in the
fusion zone for the two cap layer thicknesses: In the ini
stage of the spreading process, atoms of the spreading m
rial move away from the dot and diffuse on top of the C
layer. Leaving the dot and going to the top of the Cu laye
possible despite the Cu cap layer covering the dot, since
to alloy formation, ferromagnetic metal atoms should
present in the top layer of the dot. While diffusing on top
the Cu layer, the atoms exchange with the Cu atoms of
cap layer and in this way a 2 ML thick alloy layer is formed.
In the case of a 2 ML caplayer, the expelled Cu atoms attac
to the three-dimensional Cu islands. The driving force for
exchange is the higher binding energy for the ferromagn
metals on W~110! compared to the Cu–W~110! bond.6,9,11,15

The formation of a 2 ML thick alloy layer in the diffusion

FIG. 3. Schematic sketch of the concentration profile for Cu and the res
tive ferromagnetic metal in the diffusion zone. The upper part shows
total coverage, and the lower part the fraction of the two elements.
5376 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 11, 1 December 1997
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zone indicates the strong influence of the Cu and agrees w
with the fact that 2 ML Cu on W~110! are thermally stable
against formation of three-dimensional islands,15 whereas for
Fe, Co, and Ni, in contrast, only 1 ML is thermally
stable.6,9,11 After the initial stage of the spreading, whic
results in an alloy layer, the atoms diffuse on top of the all
layer. The diffusing atoms become incorporated into the
loy layer only if the concentration of the ferromagnetic sp
cies is below 50%. The spreading of a certain concentrat
with a sharp boundary will only occur if the incorporatio
probability strongly increases below this concentration. Fo
1 ML cap layer, the value of this concentration is obvious
50%, whereas for 2 ML no significant change in the inco
poration probability is indicated by the observed concent
tion profiles~see Fig. 3!. This difference can be understood
one takes into account that for a 1 ML caplayer thickness a
concentration of the ferromagnetic metal below 50% cor
sponds to a total coverage of less than 2 ML. In this case,
driving force for incorporation of diffusing atoms, i.e., th
gain in binding energy, is enhanced, because the atoms
be incorporated without expelling a Cu atom into the thi
layer. This results in a higher incorporation probability fo
concentrations below 50%. For a 2 ML caplayer, the total
coverage is constant and, therefore, this enhancement in
incorporation probability does not occur.

In the following, the anisotropy in the spreading beha
ior is discussed. Because the atoms diffuse on top of
alloy layer, its crystallographic structure determines t
spreading anisotropy. Unfortunately, this structure cannot
determined with our experimental methods, but for a fa
spreading alonĝ100&, the alloy layer cannot have a bcc~110!
structure because this structure would cause a fast sprea
along ^110& as discussed above. Bauer and co-worker15

found that 2 ML Cu on W~110! are not pseudomorphic to the
substrate but show a structure with surface buckling on
subatomic scale with ‘‘channels’’ alonĝ100&, as sketched in
Fig. 4. It seems possible that such a structure would pre
diffusion along the channels compared to diffusion perpe
dicular to the channels because perpendicular to the ch
nels, i.e., alonĝ110&, the binding sites are not equivalen
and therefore, it is probable that an atom faces an additio
energy barrier if it tries to leave the channel. The preferr
diffusion along the channels would result in a fast spread
along ^100&. Thus, if the alloy layer has a similar channe
structure as 2 ML Cu on W~110!, the fast spreading along
the ^100& direction could be explained. So far, only very few

c-
e

FIG. 4. Schematic ‘‘side’’ view of the structure of 2 ML Cu on W~110!.
Due to pseudomorphism along^100& and an additional periodicity along the
^110& surface, buckling occurs and ‘‘channels’’ along^100& are formed~Ref.
15!. The influence of the channels on the spreading is discussed.
Reuter, Gerth, and Kirschner
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bimetallic alloys on single-crystal substrates have been s
ied, so that little is known about the structures of the
alloys.19 It seems, however, possible that the Cu has a str
influence on the structure of the alloy layer even at a c
centration of the ferromagnetic metal of 50%. An indicati
for the strong influence of the Cu is the formation of a 2 ML
thick film in the diffusion zone.

A model is proposed here to explain why for Co and
1 ML Cu is sufficient to induce a fast spreading along^100&,
whereas for Fe the Cu thickness must be at least 2 ML.
suppose that this is due to the fact that the channel struc
which causes the fast spreading along^100&, is formed for
Co and Ni concentrations of 50% in the alloy layer but n
for an Fe concentration of 50%. For an Fe concentration
50%, it is assumed that the structure in the diffusion zon
bcc~110! as it is without a cap layer and, therefore, the sa
spreading anisotropy is observed as for uncapped Fe. On
the Fe concentration is below 50% a channel structure
formed, because in this case, the influence of the Cu sh
determine the structure of the alloy layer. However, an
concentration below 50% in large parts of the diffusion zo
only occurs for at least a 2 ML Cu caplayer, and therefore
only in this case a fast Fe spreading along^100& is observed.
The assumption of different resulting structures for Fe a
Co/Ni seems plausible if one takes into account that
channel structure is a distorted fcc~111! structure, which is
closer to the Co~0001! and the Ni~111! structure than to the
Fe~110! structure.

As mentioned in the introduction, Ni and Cu are 100
miscible in the bulk, but Co and Fe are nearly immiscib
with Cu in the bulk.16 However, the differences in the bul
miscibilities are not reflected in the spreading behavior
that the concept of bulk miscibility is of no significance
our experiments. If the bulk miscibilities were reflected
the spreading behavior, Fe and Co should behave simil
and Ni should show a different spreading behavior. This c
tradicts our experimental findings, especially the fact that
all three ferromagnetic metals an alloy formation in the d
fusion zone is observed. This can be understood if one ta
into account that in thin films even those elements, which
immiscible in the bulk, can form alloys. This behavior h
been observed for both, Fe/Cu~Ref. 20! and Co/Cu.21
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 11, 1 December 1997
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SUMMARY

We have shown that metal cap layers can significan
alter the spreading behavior of metals on single-crystal s
faces compared to the spreading without cap layers. For
Co, and Ni on W~110!, Cu cap layers induce a change of th
fast spreading direction from the^110& direction for Fe or the
step direction for Co and Ni, respectively, to the^100& direc-
tion of the W~110! substrate. The anisotropy in the spreadi
behavior for all three ferromagnetic metals is determined
the crystallographic structure of the 2 ML thick alloy laye
which is formed during spreading.
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